Abstract. Fingerprint management systems support millions of images and complicated but imperfect image identification algorithms. The forensic community requires a set of digital library services to support large image collections, execute identification algorithms, and analyze experiments that test identification algorithms in development. We present a model and prototype system capable of testing and analyzing fingerprinting algorithms in terms of identification performance based on matches of a known image to partial images, distortions of the images, and sub-regions of the images. These services are provided based on our framework for composing a set of services and a fingerprint image collection. The prototype will be useful in collaborations connecting several algorithm development efforts, and in composing an experimentation workflow. We also describe extensions of these services into other domains.
Introduction
Fingerprint identification has been a staple of forensics and criminal justice for more than a century. National fingerprint collections contain millions of images and are searched by extracting details on the unique ridge structure and minutiae. Minutiae are common features in a fingerprint. Developing algorithms for image retrieval, comparison, identification, compression, and analysis remains an active field. Fingerprint management systems have been developed to maintain recorded prints in civilian, military, and criminal collections in addition to crime scene collections. The FBI fingerprint system contains around 66 million criminal and 25 million civil images [4] . The largest fingerprint collections are proprietary or government-owned and are not released for public usage. Researchers currently lack a digital library (DL) for human training and the developing, testing, and training of fingerprint identification algorithms. Such a DL would be useful for studying and modifying existing algorithms that detect minutiae, ridges, subimages, and full images. To support identification tasks, digital library services are required to expose large image collections, support algorithms, and maintain algorithm analysis experiments.
We propose a fingerprint digital library with services to manage collections, algorithms, analysis experiments, and experiment results as shown in Fig. 1 . The provided services allow researchers to gauge the quality of matching algorithms for distorted and sub-region images. While the services are tailored to fingerprint images and specific algorithms in the prototype implementation, we propose a generic model for maintaining scientific data and plugging tools or algorithms into a testing environment. The goal of this work is to present a model and prototype of an end-to-end image-based DL experimentation and analysis service. This paper describes fingerprint images and collections in Section 2, algorithm and analysis services in Section 3, a proposed framework and prototype experiment DL in Section 4, and then a summary and plan for future work.
Fingerprint Image Collections
Current research into fingerprinting algorithms is hampered by the lack of a large, well-defined testing dataset and infrastructure for executing new or revised algorithms. Testing ridge mapping algorithms for quality assurance is currently a human-intensive endeavor due to computational errors because of fuzziness and blurriness in distorted images. On a similar note, ascertaining the quality of feature extraction algorithms also requires comparisons to human identified features.
Fingerprint Images
For over a century, fingerprints have been classified by features clear to human observers. Historical classifications of fingerprint features include combinations
